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Purpose
This Joint Minerals Local Plan Background Paper is one in a series which supports
the development of the Joint West Sussex and South Downs National Park
Minerals Local Plan (the Joint Minerals Local Plan). Under the provisions of
Section 28 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and the Duty to
Co-operate, the Joint Minerals Local Plan, prepared jointly by West Sussex
County Council (WSCC) and the South Downs National Park Authority (SDNPA),
will help decide how and where minerals should be dealt in West Sussex in the
future.
This paper presents the most up to date evidence in relation to the
safeguarding of mineral resources and infrastructure in West Sussex to
support the development of the Plan.
Background Papers are being used to identify baseline data and inform
discussions with the community and key stakeholders. The Papers are intended
to ‘set the scene’ and present the evidence as it stands at this stage, to enable
the Authorities to work effectively with stakeholders to:



Check information to ensure the Authorities knowledge and understanding
of waste and minerals is up-to-date and robust;
Identify potential issues, problems or concerns relating to the production
of minerals in West Sussex.

Information gathered in response to the Background Papers will assist
the progress of the Joint Minerals Local Plan to the next stage. You are
invited to comment on the Papers or provide further related
information.
More information about the Plan can be found on the Council’s website:
www.westsussex.gov.uk/mwdf. If you require clarification on any of the content
within this document please contact us at: mwdf@westsussex.gov.uk.
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Introduction

1.1.

Mineral resources are finite and they must be protected to give future
generations the best possible chance of meeting their own needs. Minerals
an only be worked where they naturally occur and with increased pressure
on land use we must ensure than those resources are not needlessly
sterilised by other forms of development.

1.2.

Sterilisation of mineral resources can occur as a result of surface
development directly overlying the mineral resource, or by development that
is situated on or close to the boundary of a resource. The marked differences
in the geological occurrences, properties, markets and supply and demand
for minerals, give rise to different land planning implications and
safeguarding consideration depending on the location.

1.3.

National Policy requires, through the National Planning Policy Framework1
(NPPF), that local authorities:







1.4.

1

define Minerals Safeguarding Areas and adopt appropriate policies in
order that known locations of specific minerals resources of local and
national importance are not needlessly sterilised by non-mineral
development, whilst not creating a presumption that resources
defined will be worked; and define Minerals Consultation Areas based
on these Minerals Safeguarding Areas; and
Safeguard minerals infrastructure;
set out policies to encourage the prior extraction of minerals, where
practicable and environmentally feasible, if it is necessary for nonmineral development to take place;
Not normally permit other development proposals in mineral
safeguarding areas where they might constrain potential future use
for these purposes.

In two-tier planning areas such as West Sussex the Mineral Planning
Authority (such as West Sussex County Council and South Downs National
Park Authority) should define Mineral Consultation Areas (MCA) to ensure
mineral resources are protected.
There is no presumption that
resources defined in a MSA will be environmentally acceptable for
mineral extraction. Instead the designation of MSAs is intended to
recognise that the economic viability of extracting mineral resources will
fluctuate in response to circumstances at any given time.

NPPF paragraph 143 and 144.
1
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The mechanism for bringing forward minerals development that is required
to meet the needs of the Plan area will be through the identification of Areas
of Search, Preferred Areas and/or Specific Sites are designated for that
purpose.
What are Mineral Safeguarding Areas and Mineral Consultation
Areas?
Mineral Safeguarding Areas

2.1.

National policy guidance requires Mineral Planning Authorities to safeguard
mineral resources that are, or may become, of economic importance by
including them in a Mineral Safeguarding Area. The aim is to ensure mineral
resources are adequately and effectively considered in land use planning
decisions, to ensure they are not needlessly sterilised by non-mineral
development. It does not automatically preclude other forms of
development; the intention is to alert prospective developers of non-mineral
land uses to the existence of mineral resources, so that they can be taken
into account at the earliest possible stage of a development project.

2.2.

There is no presumption that permission will be granted for mineral
development within a Minerals Safeguarding Area.
Mineral Consultation Areas

2.3.

Mineral Consultation Areas are a mechanism that aims to ensure that in two
tier authority areas, such as West Sussex, consultation takes place between
county and district planning authorities when mineral interests could be
compromised by non-mineral development. Mineral Consultation Areas
should be defined as follows:







Consistent with the extent of Mineral Safeguarding Areas to ensure
consultation on unpermitted resources;
Around permitted mineral extraction sites and their associated
facilities (including both active and dormant sites) where these are
outside the MCA defined around Mineral Safeguarding areas;
Around sites allocated for future mineral extraction within the Joint
Minerals Local Plan where these are outside the MCA defined around
Mineral Safeguarding areas;
Around safeguarded mineral infrastructure, such as wharves and
railheads.

2
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Defining MSAs in West Sussex
Previous work

3.1.

To support work on the Minerals and Waste Core Strategy in 2007, West
Sussex County Council commissioned the British Geological Survey to assist
in delineating Mineral Safeguarding Areas (MSAs) and Mineral Consultation
Areas (MCAs).

3.2.

The subsequent report produced by the British Geological Survey Mineral
Safeguarding Area and Mineral Consultation Areas for West Sussex (2007)
provided evidence to inform a policy for safeguarding minerals. Based on
the assessment of the best available geological knowledge, four mineral
resources were considered of economic importance in the foreseeable future
in West Sussex, warranting safeguarding for future generations:





3.3.

Unconsolidated sand and gravel;
Brick clay;
Chalk; and
Consolidated bedrock deposits (crushed rock, aggregate and building
stone).

Reasons for the inclusion or exclusion of certain mineral resources were
explained, and a summary of the conclusions reached about each resource is
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: MSA Resource Identification and Assessment

Mineral

Assessment of suitability of minerals to be included within an

Resource

MSA

Unconsolidated

The entire Folkestone Formation is considered a sub-regionally

Sand

important resource and is included in the MSA.

Unconsolidated

Due to their proximity to Chichester, the Head and Fan gravels are

Gravel

included in the MSA.

This resource would be particularly suitable for

prior extraction, should an opportunity arise.
The river terrace gravels, inferred sub-alluvial deposits and
undifferentiated head gravel reserves have not been included in the
MSA as the resource was not considered suitable as a concreting
aggregate.
Raised beach deposits of gravel have also been excluded as the sand
is too fine grained for most construction applications. The gravel contains
3
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chalk and other deleterious material making it unsuitable for aggregate.
Brick Clay

The MSA includes all Weald and Wadhurst clays as they have been
identified as a regional and national source of brick clay. However, there
are a number of small outlying clay deposits and deposits where the clay
is less than 200m thick that have not been included. These areas are too
small to be considered an economic resource.
Lambeth Clay and Lambeth Group have been excluded because they
lie beneath superficial deposits and are likely to be uneconomic.
The Gault Formation has been excluded as it is not considered
economically significant. The Pitsham brickworks extract a small amount
of clay per year but it is not considered worth safeguarding the entire
Gault formation for this minor use.
Deposits of Fuller’s Earth that are sufficiently large to be economically
exploited have not been identified in West Sussex. Based on current
information, safeguarding the entire Hythe Formation is not considered
appropriate.

Chalk

The MSA includes the 6-10km band of chalk shown on the published
BGS county mineral resources map. This is where the chalk outcrops at
the surface and is relatively economic as it is easy to extract. However,
the chalk deposits south west of Chichester and along the coast east of
Bognor Regis have been excluded from the MSAs because they lie
beneath overburden and are likely to remain unviable.

Consolidated

The Hythe Formation, Horsham

Stone, Ardingly Stone and

bedrock

Cuckfied Stone have been included in the MSA because the stone may

deposits

be used in the future for restoration techniques on local structures. The
stone will also become more valuable should the area be designated
National Park.
Clunch has been excluded from the MSA until more detail on the extent
of the resource becomes available.
Lower Tunbridge Wells Sand and Upper Tunbridge Wells Sand has
been excluded as the stone is worked infrequently.

3.4.

No additional sites outside the MSAs were identified for inclusion in MCAs
during consultation with industry. Therefore MCAs for sand and gravel, brick
clay, chalk and consolidated bedrock are identical to the identified MSAs
identified in the report.
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The report did not identify MCAs for wharves and rail depots, instead stating
that these would be considered through the Wharves and Railhead Study
2008.
Current situation

3.6.

A review of the British Geological Survey Mineral Safeguarding Area and
Mineral Consultation Areas for West Sussex (2007) has confirmed that there
have been no changes to national or local planning policy relevant to the
approach to the identification of mineral safeguarding areas. Therefore, the
proposed MSAs will form the basis of the policy approach for inclusion in the
draft Joint Minerals Local Plan.

3.7.

Appendix 1 includes maps of the MSAs associated with the following mineral
resources:





1a: Unconsolidated sand and gravel MSA;
1b: Brick clay MSA;
1c: Chalk MSA;
1d: Consolidated bedrock deposits (crushed rock, aggregate and
building stone) MSA.

Question 6.1
Is there any evidence to suggest a need to amend the MSA areas identified
on the maps?
If yes, please provide this information. This could include additional
borehole information.

4.

Defining MCAs in West Sussex
Protecting mineral resources

4.1.

In order to ensure that consultation takes place between county and district
planning authorities when mineral interests could be compromised by nonmineral development the Report, Mineral Safeguarding Area and Mineral
Consultation Areas for West Sussex (2007), identified MCAs exactly in line
with the extent of the MSAs.

4.2.

As confirmed above, there have been no changes to national or local
planning policy relevant to the approach to the identification of mineral
safeguarding areas. Therefore, the MCAs within the Report (2007) will form
5
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the basis of the policy approach for inclusion in the draft Joint Minerals Local
Plan.
Question 6.2
Is there any evidence to suggest a need to amend the MCA areas identified
on the maps?
If yes, please provide this information.
Protecting site allocations
4.3.

In advance of the identification of specific site allocations, preferred areas or
areas of search for the Joint Minerals Local Plan, MCAs cannot be defined to
safeguard such allocations. Such locations may come forward later in the
Plan making process and those included in the final MLP will be subject to
safeguarding within an MCA.

4.4.

Minerals development may create impacts on their immediate surroundings
and local communities through, for example, dust or noise emissions and
vehicle movements. Development that is sensitive to such impacts and
therefore potentially incompatible in close proximity to minerals development
can include facilities such as hospitals and clinics, retirement homes,
residential areas, schools, offices, horticultural production, food retailing and
certain types of industry such as high-tech, painting and furnishing, and food
processing.
The Technical Guidance accompanying the NPPF provides
examples of high, medium, and low sensitivity land-uses.

4.5.

Incompatible/sensitive development should not be located in such close
proximity that it puts constraints or limits upon current or future uses for
mineral production. Proposed development (even a single dwelling) on the
edge of, or in proximity to, a mineral site or haul road can prevent part of
that site from being worked. Compromising the planned working of a
mineral can sterilise the resource and prejudice the steady supply of
aggregate production within the Plan Area.

4.6.

Where new mineral sites are defined through the Joint Minerals Local Plan it
may be necessary to consider defining MCAs based on a 250m buffer around
sites/areas to ensure that new development proposed on adjacent land
beyond the site boundary would not prevent or compromise the possibility of
mineral resources being extracted in future from land within the site itself.
Question 6.3
Is there any evidence to suggest the extension of the MCA to 250m beyond
6
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the boundary of the safeguarded sites/areas should be extended or
reduced?
If yes, please provide this information.
Protecting minerals infrastructure
4.7.

In common with the need to protect specific allocations for mineral
extraction, it is necessary to safeguard minerals infrastructure to prevent the
possibility of new incompatible neighbours being established and ultimately
restricting their activities. Incompatible/sensitive development should not be
located in such close proximity that it puts constraints or limits upon current
or future uses for mineral production. Compromising the operation of
minerals infrastructure can prejudice the steady supply of aggregate
production within the Plan Area.

4.8.

To provide evidence for a policy on wharf safeguarding for the new Joint
Minerals Local Plan, the County Council and South Downs National Park
Authority recently commissioned a West Sussex Wharves and Railheads
Study which investigated a range of potential scenarios and assessed them
in respect of historic demand.
The Authorities are considering the
implications around taking forward Wharf Scenario W3.
This would
safeguard dedicated mineral wharf capacity to cater for future demand in
line with sales over the previous 10 years. The Authorities are considering
the implications around taking forward Railhead Scenario R1, which would
maintain current capacity by safeguarding currently operational railheads in
the MLP.

4.9.

Appendix 2 includes maps of the MCA associated with the following
safeguarded wharves and railheads:









4.10.

2a: Turberville and Penney’s Wharf MCA;
2b: ARC Wharf MCA;
2c: Halls Wharf MCA;
2d: Chichester Railway Sidings MCA;
2e: Ardingly Rail Depot MCA;
2f: Tinsley Goods Yard MCA;
2g: Crawley Goods Yard 1 MCA; and
2h: Crawley Goods Yard 2 MCA.

The proposed MCAs covering the above wharves and railheads have been
defined based on a 250m buffer around sites to enable the Mineral Planning
Authorities to ensure that new development proposed on adjacent land
7
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beyond the site boundary would not prevent or compromise the operation of
mineral infrastructure as permitted or intended. The location of the MCAs for
these safeguarded sites is shown on the Policies Map in Appendix 2.
4.11.

The extension of the MCA to 250m beyond the boundary of a safeguarded
site is not intended to preclude new neighbouring development. In line with
the definition of MCAs, this would simply aim to ensure dialogue between
West Sussex County Council/South Downs National Park Authority and the
relevant district or borough councils.
Question 6.4
Is there any evidence to suggest the extension of the MCA to 250m beyond
the boundary of the safeguarded sites should be extended or reduced?
Please supply evidence to support your response.

5.
5.1.

Mineral safeguarding in the Joint Minerals Local Plan
In line with the requirements of NPPF, the Joint Minerals Local Plan should
cover the issue of MSAs and MCAs in three ways:
1.
2.

3.

Set out a clear policy to confirm the mineral resources to be
safeguarded in West Sussex;
Set out a clear policy to clarify how the safeguarded areas will be
taken into account by the Authorities, when assessing planning
applications or responding to consultations from the Districts and
Boroughs.
Identify the spatial extent of MSAs and MCAs on a map within the
Plan.

Question 6.5
Are there any additional ways in which the Joint Minerals Local Plan could
address the issue of safeguarding mineral resources?
6.
6.1.

Implications for District and Borough Councils
Planning law requires that applications for planning permission must be
determined in accordance with the Development Plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. Local government in West Sussex
operates within a two-tier structure and it is important that there is policy
consistency between the mineral planning tier (SDNPA and WSCC) and the
local planning tier (district and borough councils).

8
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6.2.

Borough and district councils are responsible for the spatial planning of most
land-uses within their areas. In advance of the development of the Joint
Minerals Local Plan, there continues to be a significant level of ongoing
engagement and dialogue between WSCC/SDNPA and the district and
borough councils in relation to planning for both strategic and local issues.
In the absence of an adopted policy approach, this dialogue has been critical
to ensure effective safeguarding of mineral resources. This has been
particularly critical during the development of new local planning documents
at district and borough level.

6.3.

Upon adoption of the Joint Minerals Local Plan, it would not be appropriate
for district and borough councils to include policies and proposals in their
own Local Plans which would require development in MSAs, unless there has
been effective prior consultation with the Mineral Planning Authority.

6.4.

In relation to the consideration of planning applications, the designation of
MCAs provides a means to ensure that appropriate policy dialogue takes
place between district and borough and the SDNPA or WSCC when local
planning decisions are made.
Possible exemptions to consultation within an MCA

6.5.

It will be necessary for the Authorities to consider the need to identify a list
of exemptions to assist district and borough councils to decide when it is
necessary to consult with WSCC and/or SDNPA. The following potential
exemptions have been identified:













Applications for changes of use unless it is within 250m of an existing
or proposed mineral site;
Applications for Conservation Area Consent:
Applications for Listed Building Consent;
Applications for development and extensions to existing buildings
within the curtilage of existing development (residential and
commercial);
Applications for advertisement consent;
Residential proposals for less than 10 dwellings or with an area of
less than 0.5ha unless it is within 250m of an existing or proposed
mineral site;
Non-residential proposals with a floor area of less than 1,000 square
metres or an area of less than 0.5 ha unless it is within 250m of an
existing or proposed mineral site;
Applications for reserved matters;
Prior Notifications (Telecoms, forestry, agriculture, demolition);
9
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Certificates of lawfulness of existing use or development (CLEUD)
and Certificates of lawfulness of proposed use or development
(CLOPUD).
Applications for works to trees.

Question 6.6
Are there any additional exemptions which should be considered?
What must district/borough councils do?
6.6.

As non-minerals proposals in the MCA are most likely to be subject to
planning applications received by the District and Borough Councils in West
Sussex it is necessary for the Joint Minerals Local Plan to define the
approach to be taken by the Councils.

6.7.

The following process could be considered:
1. District or Borough Council consults with West Sussex County Council or
South Downs National Park Authority when an application proposing nonmineral development within an MCA is received (exemptions to when the
Mineral Planning Authority must be consulted should be applied at this
stage). Such applications will be required to include an assessment of the
potential impacts on underlying mineral resources, and how the
application has addressed those impacts, known as a resource
assessment.
2. The West Sussex County Council or South Downs National Park Authority
use all available data both supplied to them within the application, from
sources such as BGS and from discussion with specialist advisors,
industry and other sources. An assessment of whether the development
will impact upon safeguarded mineral resources should be carried out as
part of a resource assessment.
3. If it is decided that the mineral resource should retain its safeguarded
status and the applicant cannot provide information to indicate otherwise,
then Mineral Planning Authority may need to consider objecting to the
proposed development. This objection would seek to avoid or mitigate
adverse impacts upon safeguarded resources and may include a
requirement for:




prior extraction;
modification of proposed development;
temporary development.
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4. If an acceptable solution cannot be found, then the West Sussex County
Council or South Downs National Park Authority may request that
planning permission is refused.
Question 6.7
Are there any alternative methods of ensuring adequate resource
safeguarding or are there any modifications necessary to the above process
which should be considered?
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Appendix 1a: Unconsolidated sand and gravel MSA
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Appendix 1b: Brick clay MSA
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Appendix 1c: Chalk MSA
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Appendix 1d: Consolidated bedrock deposits (crushed rock, aggregate and building stone) MSA.
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Appendix 2a: Proposed Mineral Consultation Area: Turberville and Penney’s Wharf
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Appendix 2b: Proposed Mineral Consultation Area: ARC Wharf
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Appendix 2c: Proposed Mineral Consultation Area: Halls Wharf
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Appendix 2d: Proposed Mineral Consultation Area: Chichester Railway Sidings
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Appendix 2e: Proposed Mineral Consultation Area: Ardingly Rail Depot
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Appendix 2f: Proposed Mineral Consultation Area: Tinsley Rail Depot
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Appendix 2g: Proposed Mineral Consultation Area: Crawley Goods Yard 1
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Appendix 2h: Proposed Mineral Consultation Area: Crawley Goods Yard 2
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